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Abstract. The class ofall state-independent au)omata is characterized as a subclass of all semigroup 
automata (automata generated by semigroups). A state-independent au omaton is identified as 
an automaton over a finite semigroup that is stationary on the fight. Associated results are included. 
Introduction 
The concept of a state-independent automaton was introduced by Trauth [6]. 
Characterizations of some subclasses of state-independent automata, namely 
strongly connected reset, strongly connected, and cyclic automata, were given 
initially by Masunaga, Noguchi and Oizumi [4, 5]. 
Watanabe, Nakamura nd Noguchi [7, 8] characterized the class of state-indepen- 
dent automata with the use of the characteristic semigroup, inflation and isomor- 
phism of the fundamental utomaton [7] to the direct sum of some semigroup 
automata [2], each associated with an inflation. In [8], Watanabe and Noguchi 
presented further characterizations of state-independent au omata; these, too, are 
based on the characteristic semigroup of the automaton. 
In the present article we use an entirely different approach and extend the 
construction of Trauth [6] from strongly connected state-independent au omata to 
arbitrary state-independent au omata. From the state-transition table of an arbitrary 
state-independent au omaton, we construct he table of a semigroup whose set of 
elements is the state set of the given automaton. As a result, we are able to prove 
that all state-independent au omata re semigroup automata, i.e., automata gener- 
ated by semigroups. This characterizes state-independent au omata s a subclass of 
semigroup automata. We further completely identify this subclass as the class of 
semigroup automata over right stationary semigroups. 
State-independent automata re of interest (among others) for modeling systems 
in which components consist of repetition of identical elements, or elements with 
identical response to particular stimuli. In the milieu of comput in~vxamples  
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are furnished by memories whose elements (cells) are identically duplicated but 
whose connectivity properties may differ. Thus, if two input stimuli are to have 
identical responses at one point in the stystem, they must have identical responses 
at any other point in the system--which is the intuitive characterization f state 
independence. 
Other systems which display similar behavioral characteristics may be found in 
abundance among the various biological systems and their computational nalogues, 
with self-replication and self-generation playing a prominent role. 
I. Preliminaries 
Let S be a multiplicative groupoid and let a be an element of S. A function fa 
of S into S, written as a fight operator and defined for each s ~ S by sfa = sa, is 
called the inner right translation of S corresponding to the element a of S (also 
associated with a). The set of all inner right translations of S is denoted by E~(S). 
We employ the convention s(fffb) = (sf,~)f~ for all fo, fb ~ Er(s). 
An automaton A is a pair (Q, J), where Q is a finite nonempty set and J is a 
nonempty set of functions of Q into 0 with the following property: the set J, together 
with the operation of composition, generates a semigroup (J) of functions of Q into 
Q such that, Vq ~ Q and Vf, f '  ~ (J) we have q(ff') = (qf)f', where the elements of 
(J) are written as right operators. (In intuitive exposition, we refer to members of 
Q as states, to members of (J) as input funcaons, to the effect of an input function 
on a state as transition, and to (J) itself as the input semigroup or characteristic 
semigroup of A.) 
Let A = (Q, J) be an automaton. Let Q '~ Q and let J '  be the set of all functions 
from J restricted to Q'. Then, the pair (Q', J ')  is called a subautomaton of A if and 
only if for each q e Q' and each f~ J '  we have qf~ Q'. 
Let A~ = (Q~, ./1) and A2 = (02, -/2) be subautomata of the automaton A = (Q, J). 
Let ~ be a function of Q~ into Q2, written as a left operator. Then, ~ is a homomorphism 
of A1 into A2 if and only if for each q e Q~ and each fe  J we have (~rq)f= ~'(qf). 
A homomorphism ~ of A~ into A2 is an isomorphism if and only if ~" is one-to-one 
and onto. 
A subautomaton of A is proper (a proper subautomaton) if and only if it is not 
equal to A. 
Let A = (Q, J) be an automaton. We say that q ~ Q can be reached from p ~ Q it 
and only if q = pf for some f~ (J), and q is then a successor of p. The subautomaton 
(Q', J ') of A such that Q'={qf : f~( J )}  for some q~ Q is called a singly generatec 
automaton (also cyclic) and the subautomaton ofA singly generated (or just gener- 
ated) by q; it is denoted by (q); q is called a generator of the subautomatorL 
A subautomaton A' = (Q', J') of an automaton A = (Q, J) is isolated (also separ. 
ated) if and only if, Vq ~ Q-  Q' and Vf~ (J), qf~ Q - Q'. An automaton is connecte~ 
if and only if it has no proper isolated subautomaton. A maximal connectec 
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subautomaton A'= (Q', J') of an automaton A is called a block of A and Q' is 
called a component of Q (and of A). (This definition of connectedness i  equivalent 
to the conventional one.) 
An automaton A = (Q, J) is strongly connected if and only if for each pair 
(q, q') e Q x Q there exists fe  (J) such that q f= q', i.e., if and only if q' can be 
reached from q. 
Let A = (Q, {f}) be an automaton. Let C be a component of A. For each q ~ C 
there exist two nonnegative integers m and n such that qf"= qf~+n, where fo is 
the identity function. The smallest nonnegative integers m and n with this property 
are called the index and the period of q with respect to f (or the f-index and the 
f-period of q), respectively. The largest f-index of all the elements of C is the index 
of the component C with respect to f (the f-index of C) and the f-period of any 
element of C is the period of the component C with respect to f (the f-period of C). 
The reference to f in the index and the period may be dropped when no ambiguity 
arises. 
A semigroup automaton A
S) is a pair (S, K), where S is 
over a semigroup S (also, the semigroup automaton of 
a finite semigroup and K is a set of generators of Er(s). 
An automaton A=(Q, J )  is state independent [6] if and only if Vqe Q and Vf, 
f '  ~ (J) we have qf = q f '~f  =f'. 
The class of all strongly connected state-independent automata was studied 
primarily by Trauth [6] and was fully characterized by Masunaga, Noguchi and 
Oizumi n [4, 5]. Below, we quote the main result of [4]. (For the immediate purpose 
of this quotation, we permit Q to be infinite.) 
In [6], Trauth defined for state-independent au omata A = (Q, J) the operation 
* on Q as follows: VqEQ, Vf, f 'e( J) ,  (qf)*(qf ')=qff ' .  (Caution should be 
exercised, since q is arbitrary, but must remain fixed for the duration of the 
operation.) Then he showed that (Q, ,) is a semigroup. 
For strongly connected state-independent automata, Masunaga, Noguchi and 
Oizumi [4] showed that (Q, *) is a right group (i.e., that any strongly connected 
state-independen t automaton is semigroup over a right group) and that, in fact, any 
semigroup automaton over a right group is strongly connected and state independent. 
In [7, 8], Watanabe, Nakamura nd Noguchi characterized for the first time the 
class of arbitrary finite state-independent automata in terms of the characteristic 
semigroup, inflations and fundamental utomata. 
2. The structure of state independent automata 
In this section we note that state-independent automata have the following 
properties, which we use in the remainder of the article. (Some of these properties 
were noted independently by Watanabe, Nakamura nd Noguchi [7, 8].) (Recall 
that we only consider finite automata here, and, thus, each nonempty automaton 
has a strongly connected sub-automaton.) 
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Proposition 2.1. Let A = ( Q, J) be a state-independent au omaton and let f ~ (J). Let 
C1 and C2 be components of (Q, {f}). Let nl and n2 be the periods of C1 and C2, 
respectively. Then the index of C~ with respect o f is not greater than 1 and n~ = n2. 
The proof of this proposition is straightforward. 
Proposition 2.2. Let Q' be a component ofthe state-independent au omaton A = (Q, J), 
let q' ~ Q' and let f e (J). Then q'f is a state of a strongly connected subautomaton f A. 
Proof. Let q" be a state in a strongly connected subautomaton A" of A, let q"f = s 
and let g ~ (J). Then there exists an h ~ (J) such that sgh =s, since A" is strongly 
connected. But then, fgh =f  and thus q'fgh = q'f Hence, q'f can be reached from 
any of its successors and therefore (q'f) is strongly connected. [] 
Proposition 2.3. In every component of a state-independent au omaton there is exactly 
one strongly connected subautomaton. 
Proof. As is mentioned in [2], a component of a (finite) automaton has distinct 
strongly connected subautomata if and only if it has a singly generated subautomaton 
with distinct strongly connected subautomata. 
Consider a singly generated subautomaton (q) of a state-independent au omaton 
A~ -(Q~',21') A = (Q, J), and suppose it has two strongly connected subautomata "  
and A~ = (Q~, J~). Then, for some f, g e (J), qf~ Q'I' and qg ~ Q~. But 3h ~ (J) such 
that qfgh = qff, implying that gh =f. Hence, q f= qgh and thus A~' = A~. [] 
Proposition 2.4. All strongly connected subautomata of the state-independent 
automaton A = ( Q, J) are mutually isomorphic. 
Proof. The proof directly follows from [1, Theorem 2(ii)], namely, two strongly 
connected subautomata A~' = (Q~', J~') and A~ = (Q~, J~) of A are isomorphic if and 
only if there exist ql' e Q~' and ql' e Qg such that for all f, g e (J) u {identity} we have 
q~f= q]'g if and only if q~f= q~g. [] 
A somewhat similar result to Proposition 2.4 follows from [7] and from [8]. 
Proposition 2.5. Let A'= ( Q', J') be a connected automaton, let A"= ( Q", J") be a 
strongly connected subautomaton fA' that is state independent, let q' ~ Q ' -  Q" and 
let A" be a subautomaton f ( q'). Then ( q') is state independent if and only if 3q + ~ Q" 
such that, V f ~ ( J'), q' f = q + f. 
Proof. Suppose that (q') is state independent and suppose that no such q+ exists. 
Let f be any member of (J') and suppose that, Vs ~ Q", s f# q'f. Then the index of 
q' is greater than 1, contradicting Proposition 2.1. Thus, let s ~ Q" be such that 
sf= q'f. Then, for some g ¢ (J') we have q'g # sg. By strong connectivity, 3h ~ (J') 
such that sfh = sg. But then, q'fh = sg # q'g, and (q5 is not state independent. 
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Conversely, if there exists such a state q÷, it is immediate that (q') is state 
independent. [] 
The same result may be obtained by use of inflation [7, 8]. 
In fact, Proposition 2.5 furnishes a blueprint for augmenting a state-independent 
automaton by adding new states to it while preserving state independence: Let 
A'= (Q', J') be a connected state-independent automaton with the strongly con- 
nected subautomaton A"---(Q", J"). Let a be an arbitrary element not in Q', and 
let Q = Q 'u  {a}. Let J be a set of functions of Q into Q such that there exists a 
one-to-one correspondence ~"of J onto J', written as a left operator, such that for 
each f s J  and q'eQ'  we have q'((f)=q'f,  and we choose (any) q"~ Q" and put 
af= q"f for each f~ J. Then, (Q, J) is a connected state-independent automaton. 
Corollary 2.6. For any state-independent automaton A= (Q, J) and any strongly 
connected subautomaton A" = ( Q", J") of A we have 
[<J>[ = = IQ"]. 
The proof of this corollary is straightforward. 
Proposition 2.7. Let A' = (Q', J') be a connected state-independent automaton, and 
let ql, q2e Q' and f ~(J') be such that q l f= q2f. Then, Vg~(J'), qlg = q2g. 
Proof. Let ql, q2EQ' and fe ( J ' )  be such that q l f=q2f=u,  and let g¢(J'). By 
Proposition 2.2, u is in the strongly connected subautomaton of A' and so there 
exists an h e (J') such that uh = qlfh = q~g. Thus, fh  = g and qEg = q2f  h = uh. [] 
3. Constructions 
Given a connected state-independent au omaton A' = (Q', J '), we wish to construct 
a groupoid (Q', o) whose set of inner fight translations i equal to (J'). This is the 
first step in characterizing the class of state-independent automata. Later, we shall 
show this groupoid to be a semigroup. 
We make use of the operation * defined on any singly generated subautomaton 
(q) of a state-independent automaton, and we call q the anchor. We apply the 
operation * to the strongly connected subautomaton of A', where the choice of 
anchor is immaterial, because different anchors yield isomorphic results. Neverthe- 
less, an arbitrary but fixed state in the strongly connected subautomaton should be 
selected as anchor to eliminate confusion. 
The choice of the idempotent p in the following construction and the particular 
state q+ with transitions identical to those of q' (that is, q'f= q+f,, for all f in (J')) 
result in nonunique constructed objects that are not isomorphic. That is, the result 
is dependent on the choice of p and q+. 
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Construction A. Let A '= (Q', J ')  be a connected state-independent automaton with 
the strongly connected subautomaton A" = (Q", J"). Let a ~ Q" be the anchor and 
consider the semigroup (Q", *), where 
(a f ) * (ag)=afg ,  Vf, g e (J'). 
For each q'~ Q ' -  Q" choose an idempotent p of (Q", * ) and a state q+ ~ Q" such 
that q+f= q'f, for some, and hence for all, fe  (J'). Further, we let fq,, and fq+.p be 
members of (J') which, when restricted to Q", are the inner right translations of Q" 
corresponding to q" and q+ * p, respectively. Then (Q', o) is constructed as follows: 
(i) if ql, q2 ~ Q", then q~ o q2 = q~ * q2, 
(ii) if q' ~ Q ' -  Q" and q" c Q", then q' o q" = q'fq,,, 
(iii) if r a Q' and q' ~ Q ' -  Q", then r o q' = rfq+.r ~ 
It is worth noting that, in part (i) of Construction A, where ql and q2 are both 
members of Q", 
ql ° q2 = ql * q2 = qlf~ = qlfq2*p 
for some idempotent p. (In a right group, q2 * P = q2 has a unique solution p and, 
if p is not an idempotent, then p * z ~ z for some z ~ Q" and hence q2 * P = q2~ 
(q2*P) * z# q2* (P*  z).) 
In part (ii) of Construction A, 
q'oq"=q'fq, ,=qZ,.p 
for some idempotent p, by a similar argument. 
Thus, to show associativity for the resulting groupoid (Q',o), the argument 
presented in the following lemma for three states outside the strongly connected 
subautomaton of A' is usable for the general case with only minor modifications. 
Lemma 3.1. Let A ' = ( Q', J') be a connected state-independent automaton, let an anchor 
a~ Q" be specified, let (Q',o) be constructed according to steps (i) and (ii) of 
Construction A, and let p in step (iii) of Construction A be any state of A". Then 
( Q', o) is a semigroup if and only if p is an idempotent. 
Proof. Let A"= (Q", J") be the strongly connected subautomaton of A', let ql, q[~, 
q~ ~ Q ' -  Q" and choose any two idempotents p~ and p3 of (Q", *). Furthermore, let 
+ q2f = q2f, and q~f= q~f, for some f~ (J'). ql , q~-, q~-~ Q" be such that q~f= q~f, ' + 
Then 
q~ o (q~ o q~) = q~-. q+.  q~.  P3 
+ 
=ql  *q~-*P2*q~-*P3=(q' l °q~)°q~,  
since an idempotent in a left cancellative semigroup is a left identity. 
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Now, Vq'~Q' -Q" ,  Vx, y~Q", we have q'oy=q+ *y and xoq '=x*(q+ *p), 
where q+ is as specified in the construction. I fp  is not an idempotent, hen p * z ~ z 
for some z ~ Q" and hence 
(xoq ' )oz=x, (q  ÷ 
=x*(q+*z)=xo(q 'oz ) .  [] 
It may be helpful to note that the role of the states outside the strongly connected 
subautomaton (i.e., the members of Q'-Q")  as fight operators is not generally 
unique. With different idempotents, they duplicate different columns of the *-table, 
and all such columns that are possible to duplicate without violating associativity. 
In general, not all columns of the *-table may so be duplicated, since the choice 
of q+ for a given q' is restricted and thus the solution p for q+* p = c, for an 
arbitrarily chosen c ~ Q", may not be an idempotent. 
Theorem 3.2. Let A' = ( Q', J') be a connected state-independent au omaton. A groupoid 
( Q', . ) with the set of all inner right translations equal to (J') is a semigroup if and 
only if it is obtainable by Construction A. 
Proof. The proof directly follows from the preceding lemma and its surrounding 
remarks. [] 
Example 3.3. Consider the connected state-independent automaton A'= (Q', J ') 
represented in Fig. 1. The strongly connected subautomaton A"= (Q", J") has states 
a, b, c, and d. The *-tables for (Q", *) are shown in Table 1, one with anchor a and 
the other with anchor b. 
We illustrate the computations with b * c. In the a-anchor table, b * c = a2 * a3 = 
a23 = d, while, in the b-anchor table, b • c = b22 * b33 = b2233 = c. 
In the remainder of this example, we use the a-anchor table exclusively. The state 
e ~ Q ' -  Q" has the same transitions as b ~ Q" (and also as c) and therefore the first 
four entries in the e-row of the o-table are identical to those of row b: b a d c. 
The e-column of the o-table requires fq+,p, with q+ = b and with p an idempotent 
of (Q", *). There are two idempotents in the *-table, a and d. When a is used, the 
2 2 
Fig. 1. A connected state-independent au omaton A'. 
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Tab le  1 
The  sern igroup (Q",  *). 






a b c d *b 
a b c d a 
b a d e b 
b a d c c 
a b c d d 
a b c d 
b a d c 
a b c d 
a b c d 
b a c d 
e-column is a duplicate of the b-column (since c * a = b) and when d is used, the 
e-column is a duplicate of the c-column (since c * d = c). The b-anchor *-table 
would have given the same results. 
The state f~ Q'- Q" has the same transitions as a and d. With idempotent a, the 
f-column of the o-table is a duplicate of the a-column and, with the idempotent d, 
it is a duplicate of the d-column. 
Thus, with appropriate choice of idempotents, four different o-tables result. These 
are the four possible semigroups Q' with the set of inner right translations equal to 
(J') (see Table 2). 
We are now in a position to study the general case of state-independent automata. 
CoastruetionB. Let A=(Q,J) be a state-independent automaton. Let Q~, 
Q[,...,Q'k be all the components of A and let A~'=(Q'~',J~'), A~= 







Tab le  2 
The  four  poss ib le  semigroups  Q '  wi th  inner  r ight  t rans la t ions  equa l  to ( J ' ) .  
a b c d e f a b c d e f 
a b c d b a a 
b a d c a b b 
b a d c a b c 
a b c d b a d 
b a d c a b e 
a b c d b a f 
a b c d b d 
b a d c a c 
b a d c a c 
a b c d b d 
b a d c a c 
a b c d b d 
a b c d e f o a b c d e f 
a b c d c a a 
b a d c d b b 
b a d c d b c 
a b c d c a d 
b a d c d b e 







a b c d c d 
b a d c d c 
b a d c d c 
a b c d c d 
b a d c d c 
a b c d c d 
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Q,'.'___ Q[, V ie{ l , . . . ,  k}. Further, let ~i be an isomorphism of A~' onto A[', V ie  
{1, . . . ,  k}. Then we construct he groupoid (Q, o) as follows: Let i, j e{1 , . . . ,  k} 
and let q~ e Q[ and t b e Q~. 
(i) If t b e Q~', then qi [] qj = qi ° ~isr]-~tb • 
(ii) If qj e Q~- Q~', let rj e Q~' be such that fq~ =f,j in (J~). Then q, o qj = q,o ~i~fl~. 
In Construction B, as well as in Construction A, the results are not unique. In 
the event the automorphism group of each strongly connected subautornaton is
nontrivial, there is a choice of isomorphisms for any ie  {1, . . . ,  k} and different 
choices result in different semigroups (Q, D). 
Theorem 3.4. Let A = ( Q, J) be a state-independent automaton. A groupoid Q with 
its set of inner right translations equal to (J) is a semigroup i f and only if it is obtainable 
by Construction B. 
The proof of this theorem is straightforward. 
Corollary 3.5. A state-independent automaton A = ( Q, J) is a semigroup automaton 
over a semigroup ( Q, D). 
4. Characterization 
The following characterization is now an easy consequence of the preceding 
results. (Recall that a semigroup S is stationary on the right, or right stationary, if 
and only if ab = ac for some a, b, c e S implies xb = xc, Vx e S.) 
Theorem 4.1. Let A = (Q, J) be an automaton. Then A is state-independent if  and 
only if it is a semigroup automaton over a semigroup that is stationary on the right. 
ProoL Let A = (Q, J)  be a semigroup automaton over a fight stationary semigroup 
Q, where (J) is the set of inner right translations of Q. Let f, g e (J) and let q e Q 
such that q f= qg. Then, f=  g and, thus, t f= tg for every state t of A, showing A 
to be state-independent. 
Conversely, let A = (Q, J) be a state-independent automaton. Then, by Corollary 
3.5, A is a semigroup automaton over a semigroup (Q, []). If Q is not right stationary, 
then, for some a, x e Q and for some f, g e (J), af = ag but xf  ~ xg, contradicting 
state independence. [] 
We can thus define a state-independent automaton (Q, J) as a semigroup Q that 
is right stationary. Every finite left cancellative semigroup is right stationary and 
therefore would serve to define a state-independent automaton in this fashion. 
It also follows that a strongly connected semigroup automaton is state 
independent. 
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